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Founded in Toronto in 2002, IMT 

Modular Partitions European LEED 

designed products have made us a 

worldwide supplier of demountable 

walls for all markets.

We have designed all of our 

environmentally friendly products with 

compatible finishes and accessories 

to “future proof” our product to meet 

our growing client needs. Our unique 

design detail requires minimal labour 

to add or reconfigure all our elements 

within minutes.

ABOUT US
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At IMT we offer wall products that will help 

you to achieve whatever look you desire.

If our wide range of standard finishes 

don’t fit your concept or corporate image, 

just let us know as multiple non-standard 

finishes ARE available. Everything we do is 

manufactured for your space.

We offer full height, partial height, full 

glass, mixed glass and solid, full solid and 

a variety of segmentation options. 

If keeping the noise out of the room is of 

concern, our standard solid panel STC 

rating is 48 and can exceed this by use of 

additional batting, while our double glazed 

panel offers a STC of 42. 

From clear glass to colored glass, sliding 

doors to swing doors let us help you turn 

your office into a productive successful 

working environment.
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Glass partition walls are the most popular wall style in environments 

where it is important to provide a sense of openness and collaboration 

while providing a level of privacy. 

Our 2 step process for specifying and manufacture/installation of our 

flexible product allows businesses to change quickly and cost effectively. 

This  fosters a sense of collaboration demanded by today’s modern 

office landscapes. Our flexibility maximizes your return on investment 

elegantly and seamlessly.

GLASS

a luminous composition...
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CLEARFLEX
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This butt joint glass wall system is designed 

with the same IMT standard of quality, 

simplicity and reliability known industry wide. 

Designed to be fully modular allowing for in 

field reconfiguring for the constant changing 

working environment.

letting the light in...
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• 1” leveling capabilities for installations with uneven floors

• 3/8” (10mm) or ½” (12mm) glass thickness options

• Sliding or swing glass door options

• Reversible Non handed door frames and hardware to 

reduce inventory and can be field retrofitted 

• Has three standard frame finishes:

• Anodized aluminum

• Powder coated black

• Powder coated White

• Can seamlessly integrate with IMT’s ReFlex and UniFlex 

wall partition systems

ClearFlex is engineered with...
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REFLEX
GLASS  |  SOLID  |  DUO SEGMENTATION
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Design your walls to suit your needs with whiteboards, tack boards, 

slotted sections, shelves and segmented panels at any height or  

width you need. Free standing, self-supported or full height – all glass, 

mixed glass or solid, one side finish different from the other finish 

allows our walls to be the canvas that is open for your ideas.

If noise is an issue, our standard solid panels have an STC rating of 

49 when fully insulated and our double glazed glass offers an STC of  

42 – all helping you focus on the task at hand.

Glass options range from clear to coloured, frosted to patterned, single 

or double glazed. Our doors can be glass sliders or pivots, laminate or 

veneer with any style vision panel you can design.

customized finishes and layout 
aren’t ‘specials’ to us...
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An IMT solution can be unique to your concept and 

business. Finishes aren’t limited to the chosen few. 

We can provide cladding that ranges from laminated 

finishes, natural stones and veneers to glass and metal 

wrapped.

From plain vertical panels to any height segmented 

horizontal pattern, our walls can provide the privacy 

and acoustical barrier that is sure to impress your 

clients and stakeholders.

SOLID

a sound approach...
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DUO SEGMENTATION

When you need the privacy of enclosure with the clarity 
of glass, our Duo Segmentation wall is sure to please with 
as little or as much of either as you require. Glass and solid 
locations can be relocated anywhere vertically or horizontally 
to match your vision.

concealed openness...
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APPLICATIONS
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Commercial
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CommercialHealthcare

Financial
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Education
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Our frameless sliding Glass door system comes 

STANDARD with an acoustically gasketed soft 

close feature on a 5 foot ladder pull. All IMT doors 

come complete with an IC Core and keys.

All our frameless doors come STANDARD with a 

brushed stainless lever handle, hinges, IC Cores 

and keys. They are field interchangeable and fully 

reversible. Privacy seals are included on 3 sides of the 

door. Our newest door will have a sweep to provide 

the option for a seal on all 4 sides of the door.

Solid doors come with ANSI Grade 2 locking lever 

handle and is available in laminate or veneer 

finishes. Custom designed vision panels are 

available in all our solid/veneer door styles.

DOORS

FRAMELESS SLIDING GLASS FRAMELESS HINGED GLASS SOLID LAMINATES OR VENEER

a welcoming admission...
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This custom sliding door wows our clients 

visitors and the door you design can too! With 

several design options and our standard soft 

close feature, any IMT sliding door will be the 

focal point of your office.

SOLID SLIDING
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SLIDING DOOR LADDER PULL 

GLASS SWING DOOR LEVER

SOLID DOOR LEVER

WALL HANGING ABILITY

IMT has a variety of hardware and 
accessories to complete your modular 
partitions and give your office space the 
personalized look you want. We can 
provide brackets to work with any furniture 
manufacturer to get the greatest return on 
your investment.

HARDWARE design friendly options...
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IMT has a variety of reversible hardware 
and accessories to personalize your 
modular partition solution

ACCESSORIES

PICTURE HOOK

SHELVING & CANTILEVER BRACKETS

ELECTRIC STRIKES/DOOR 
CLOSER

COLOURED FROST

COAT HOOK

IN WALL MONITOR SMART TINT

WHITE BOARD/SLOT WALL
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